PHARMACEUTICAL DESIGN
Paluch infuses supercomputing into undergraduate chemistry classrooms
In his classroom, Andrew Paluch, Ph.D., is not only
teaching classical theories but also training a new
generation of supercomputer-savvy scientists.
The Miami University Department of Chemical,
Paper and Biomedical Engineering professor is
helping undergraduates design molecules, such as
pharmaceuticals, at the atomic level and predict their
physical properties using molecular simulation and
electron structure calculations performed with the
help of the high performance computing systems and
software packages at the Ohio Supercomputer Center.
“Everything I do is focused with undergraduates in
mind, so I try to have some educational aspect to
everything,” Paluch said. “Our goal is to try and
link state-of-the-art computational technologies
to traditional physical-modeling approaches. The
novelty in what we do is trying to link these two
worlds, which are often disconnected.”
One particular application is the design of
pharmaceuticals. New drug candidates can be
designed at the molecular level to bind to a particular
protein target. Paluch’s group then goes further
and applies electronic structure calculations and
molecular simulation to predict properties, such as
toxicity and water solubility.

“Imagine you have proposed a new drug
candidate or a new molecule has been
synthesized. Early in the design process
experimental data is often lacking and sufficient
material does not exist for measurements,”
Paluch said. “We’re trying to estimate these
properties to see if this would be a realistic
product to pursue further.”
Paluch’s undergraduate students see a direct
connection to their coursework through the
projects they are pursuing with the help of
OSC’s computational power. Many of their active
classroom research projects have been published,
and they have also presented at OSC’s annual
Statewide Users Group conference. The flash
talks and poster competitions allow students to
present their research at an off-campus location,
an opportunity most would not be able to pursue
until at least graduate school.
“OSC is pretty invaluable to me. I’m in a nonPh.D.-granting department so my financial
pockets are much shallower than (other
researchers),” Paluch said. “Without OSC I would
never have been able to do anything that I’ve
done with these undergrads, and they wouldn’t
have had the experiences that they’ve had.” 

Paluch takes advantages of opportunities, such as OSC's Statewide Users Group Conference, to expose undergraduates to
research early in their academic careers.
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